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Imagine standing in the middle of what
used to be a breezy desert with golden
sands that suddenly turn into a merciless
windstorm. Yet, you stand firm bathing
in the wind in jubilation, not submitting
and letting it decide your direction. Your
long, slender cloak whips, snaps, and
liquidates into all shapes and forms. It
is this moment that Zerafa Architecture
wanted to capture in the middle of
Dubai’s developing IT district, Za’abeel
Park. Hence they designed a tower, which
portrays a rebellious figure conquering
the wind. It is none other than the
Ambient Tower.

Carrying the same symbolic wait as the
Statue of Liberty in New York, this tower
has been designed to fuse the regional
culture with design elements of economic
progression welcoming IT companies
from Dubai and other parts of the world
to new opportunities. Due to its sheer
height, it will provide Za’abeel Park with
a sun shield in the vast, vulnerable urban
space for pedestrians.
“The prevailing light to moderate
northwesterly winds vary in intensity
throughout the year and can bring
seasonal sustained winds, or ‘Shamal’

that impact the city,” stated Jason Zerafa
in a press release from Zerafa Architects.
“It is essential that the tower’s form should
respond to these complex environmental
site conditions in the spirit of the park’s
technological theme and promotion of
alternative energies.”
The white tower consists of a long, thin
netted membrane and a solid fixed
central core which go together to form
a backbone exterior of the structure.
Architects designed the long “cloak” to
be kinetic in nature liquidating the shape
of the surface to simulate the shape that
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is formed on a cloak when the winds hit
the surface. This adds a dramatic effect to
the design making it a reference to local
culture. The complex architecture and
organic nature of the tower’s form serves
to encourage the spirit of technological
advancement that is currently taking
place in the region.
By manipulating the outline of the tower,
the structure serves to adapt to the
constantly changing light conditions
as the sun travels across the sky. And
at night you’ll be able to see an event
in which the tower lights up using LED
lighting systems to form a single beam
that bounces off the ground.

An imperative part of what makes it an
environmentally-friendly tower comes
from the skin of the structure itself. The
skin consists of a double layered curtain
wall adapting to dia-grid geometry shield
with a layer of laminated photovoltaic
glass ensuring that most of the energy
consumed in the building comes from
solar sources. Through other means,
architects also managed to harness the
effectiveness of the design even given
the constantly changing wind conditions
and hourly light intensity.
Just beneath the skin lies an intense spider
net of steel all formed in a U-shape around
a solid concrete tower core. The core
structure is connected to the undulating
white outside membrane using a series
of 4-point spider connectors evenly
distributed throughout the structure.
What is really interesting about the
undulating exterior membrane and the
core is that that there is a 170m of empty
space in between, void of any columns,
an interesting structural stunt giving the
impression that the external cloak and
central core almost stand on their own.
It’s almost an abstract, artistic defiance of
the law of physics!
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It is essential that the
tower form should
respond to these complex
environmental site
conditions in the spirit of
the park’s technological
theme and promotion of
alternative energies

Technological advancements always
come with the social impetus for the
necessary advancement. Symbols and
words always serve the main motivating
factors behind our passions for
progression. Yet, structures are the only
way through which we can really put all
these social drives together and build on
symbols on a massive scale. Needless to
say, the Ambient Tower has combined
local nationalism with social drives for
technological advancement all together
in one comprehensive structure, which
stands free letting the wind whip through
its steel garments.
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